Could you be the
Academy Apprentice?
Win a FREE franchise
territory to open your own
successful estate agency and
letting business.

Financial

are looking property professionals

with the knowledge, skills, vision and above all, ambition to
run their dream estate agency and letting business.

Once in a Lifetime Opportunity
If you have the potential and unique entrepreneurial
ability we’re looking for, we will reward you with a
once in a lifetime opportunity.
The Rewards

A FREE franchise territory to open your own successful estate agency and letting
business is a rare and valuable prize. As a franchisee, you will gain the full support of
Redstones, in terms of our coveted business model and full support programme to
ensure your new business succeeds. The winner can choose their preferred territory
postcodes and trade as soon as authorisation training has been completed.

The Candidate

We’re only looking for the best candidates for this exceptional opportunity. Ideal
candidates are existing business owners interested in re-branding to the prestigious
Redstones brand or professionals who have worked in the industry for a minimum
of two years and have the skills and drive to run their own business.

The Criteria

Candidates must be prepared to enter a competitive selection process
and prove why they should be our Redstones Academy Apprentice.
Our apprentice must possess sufficient experience of the property
sector and understand the principles and dynamics of business
development. They also require sufficient funds to maintain their
success after the business is launched, such as the cost of the
Redstones Marketing Ready Package (worth £7,000).

The Application Process

The initial stage is to complete an application form and send us
your CV. All applicants will be required to conduct a presentation
and participate in an interview.

Once we have shortlisted, a winner, as well as our
2nd and 3rd place candidates will be announced.

‘Have you got what it takes to be our
Redstones Academy Apprentice?’
Call 0845 226 2833 or
E-mail franchise@redstones.co.uk
and quote ‘Redstones Academy’ for further information
and to request an application form.

